
This is the Instructions for the RC Hotdeals SIMPLE SPORT

The Simple Sport was specifically designed with the sport flyer in mind. It is extremely easy
to assemble and very easy to fly for any pilot that has successfully flown a trainer. It is very
forgiving and easy to repair with its Depron frame. SIMPLE SPORT excels in the Park or indoors
at the gym. Its extra slow flight or full throttle straight up performance will excite all pilots.
SIMPLE SPORT was designed for a 15 to 22 gram motor and a 7.4V 500mAh or less Lipo.
7-4.7 or similar Prop

You will need:

● Med Foamsafe CA and Kicker
● Sharp Knife
● Epoxy for Motormount
● Tape for Hinges
● Needle Nose Pliers
● Wire Cutters

Glue the 3mm carbon strip to the front and back of the wing using med CA. Trim any overhang of
the carbon with a sharp pair of wire cutters.



Install the wing, Center using the center notches. Now install the sides over the wing make
sure the nose is flush. Glue using Med Ca. Install the cant strips at a 45 deg angle making
sure they are flush with the nose. See Pics. Now glue the 3mm carbon strip on the back of the
horizontal stabilizer not the rudder, study the pic.

Glue the motormount to the front of the Fuse, use the two wedges for support on the top as
shown. Bevel the bottom of the control surfaces using a sanding block. Be careful to do the
bottoms of the ailerons. The radio installation is straight forward as shown. For the control
rods, use wirecutters to make a notch in the carbon control rod, you do not have to cut all the
way through where you will put the shrink wrap over. The hinge will still bend and it will be
easier. Use needle nose pliers to stretch the shrink wrap open enough to slide over the servo
arm. Carefully use CA to secure. If you have any questions email mark@budgetrc.com
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